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Introducing New
High Voltage
Vacuum LimitampControls
Added reliability, safety and quality features
for a wide range of industrial applications

•New line of vacuum contactors
•Higher ratings
•Exclusive new Contactor Control Module
•Smaller size enclosures
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Our customers asked for higher ratings in high voltage motor
controls. For a safer and more reliable approach to current
interruption. For motor controls that incorporate the latest safety
and protective features in an easy-to-use, easy-to-install and
easy-to-maintain design.

General Electric listened. And responded.
In fact, it was people with similar needs throughout industry

who really designed the new Vacuum Limitamp® high voltage
motor control. And that’s why it’s safer, more reliable and easier to
use than any other high voltage control you can buy.

The design starts with an entirely new vacuum contactor that
puts the emphasis on dependable performance and longer life
— up to five million mechanical operations. These innovative
vacuum contactors are available in three ratings:

•200A to 3600V 45 KVBIL
•400A to 7200V 60 KVBIL
•800A to 4800V 60 KVBIL

Our new vacuum controller concept is supported by the same
operating simplicity, safety and quality features you’ve come to
expect from General Electric Limitamp motor controls.

Vacuum Limitamp high voltage motor controls...for top-notch
protection and productivity, even in the most demanding
applications:
•Forest products
•Cement
•Mining
•Metals

•Water & sewage
•Chemicals
•Rubber
•Food

•Materials handling
•Utilities
•Textiles
•Plastics
•Construction

Available Vacuum Limitamp Starters
Vacuum Limitamp high voltage control motor starters are

available in a wide variety of standard and special models:
Standard starters
•Squirrel-cage induction
•Reduced voltage, non-reversing,

autotransformer type
•Reduced voltage primary reactor
•Two-step, part-winding, non-reversing
•Two-speed, one-winding, full voltage, non-reversing •Marine control
•Two-speed, two-winding, full voltage, non-reversing
•Wound rotor, induction
•Synchronous motor, brush type
•Synchronous motor, brushless
•Reversing

Special starters
•Open roll mill with dynamic

braking for rubber and
Dlastic processes

•Banbury mixers
•Fire pump controllers

•Wye-Delta starters
•Transformer feeders
•Capacitor switching

controllers
•Spotting control for

cement processes
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Vacuum Limitamp
Control Design Features
Enclosures

Another advantage of the new Vacuum Limitamp control from
General Electric is the floor space savings offered by the
product’s narrower enclosure design. The new one-high
enclosure for Limitamp 200A and 400A models is only 26" wide,
90" high and 30" deep (for standard induction motors). And the
two-high 200A and 400A Limitamp control models are only 40"
wide — so are all 800A models.

Although our new enclosures save valuable floor space, no
sacrifice is made in the “elbow room” needed for installing cables
and maintaining bus structures and components. The interior
cabling room in all Limitamp models is more than ample, thanks
to our new, smaller contactors and relocated power fuses.

Control space is generous, too. For example, the one-high,
26"-wide enclosure provides 432 square inches of control
space. But if more panel room is needed, a 34"-wide enclosure
can be provided.

What’s more, all enclosures are of sturdy construction and
designed for ease of installation and maintenance. Standard
features include rigid 12-gage steel construction, all-welded
seams, sill-less bottom floors for reduced installation time, and a
fixed bottom door lintel for protection against water spray. A high-

quality finish — including a zinc phosphate prime coat and an
ANSI-61 grey acrylic finish coat — is applied through an
automated electrocoat process to ensure long life.

Choose from a variety of NEMA-type enclosures designed for
a wide range of environments — all with data nameplates on the
outside of the enclosure door:

•NEMA Type 1

•NEMA Type 1 with gasket
•NEMA Type 12
•NEMA Type 3R outdoor — non-walk in and walk in
•NEMA 4 watertight

Maximum cabling space for fast, easy installation
— top or bottom cable entrance for added
flexibility.

:)
\ -

I

Shoulder-height connectors and straight cable
runs simplify incoming cable installation. Just
remove shelf, main bus barrier and incoming line
barriers for easy termination of cables.

For added safety, low-voltage cables running
through the high-voltage compartment are
isolated in an enclosed wiring trough.
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Bus Systems
Now, Vacuum Limitamp® controls offer you new, higher bus

ratings — to keep pace with your increasing horsepower
requirements. Standard models are available with 1200 and
2400 amp ratings, and optional 3000 amp ratings are also
available.

For added reliability and long life, all Vacuum Limitamp
controls utilize an all-copper main/vertical/ground bus bar system
braced for 80000 amps asymmetrical. Tin- or silver-plated
copper buses are offered as options to fill unique needs.

In addition to their new higher ratings, Vacuum Limitamp
controls are improved in other ways. The vertical bus is stronger,
due to a reduced length of run from the main bus to the isolation
switch and to new stand-off insulator supports. Grounding is
easier and less time-consuming. And since the Vacuum
Limitamp control main bus is designed to line up precisely with
existing Limitamp airbreak controllers, costly transitions for line-
up additions are eliminated.

Main power bus is located at shoulder height for
convenience. All-copper main and vertical bus is
standard. Insulated main bus and removable bus
joint covers are available as options.

Higher vertical bus strength provided by new
stand-off insulators and minimal run length from
main bus to isolation switch.

l

P»

No costly transitions for line-up additions —
main bus lines up precisely with existing
Limitamp airbreak controls.

<
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New, simplified grounding of shielded cable —
all-copper standard ground bus is conveniently
located near the cables.
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Vacuum Limitamp
Control Design Features

i

Vacuum Contactors
General Electric’s new Vacuum Limitamp controls have an all-

new high-voltage section that puts the emphasis on simplicity,
safety and service ability Our new vacuum contactor design —
based on a proven concept and field-tested in tough industrial
environments for over twelve years — offers greatly improved
mechanical and electrical reliability over traditional airbreak
designs. In fact, the new vacuum contactors provide life of up to
five million mechanical operations and one million electrical
operations at full load.

The reliable performance of these new vacuum contactors is
based, in part, on their sturdy construction. The contactor tip
material offers an optimized balance of interrupting capability and
low natural current chop. The contactor body is molded from
glass polyester — a material selected for its excellent tracking
resistance, low moisture absorption and resistance to fungus.

Another key advantage of our new vacuum contactors is
enhanced safety — even in the harshest of operating
environments. Since the contactor tips are sealed in airtight
vacuum bottles, no ionized gas escapes during current
interruption. And — compared to airbreak designs — vacuum
contactors minimize the energy expended during arcing.
Contact arcing durations are kept to one-half cycle or less.

Contactor maintenance and inspection are simpler than ever.
Contactor tip wear can easily be measured with a simple gage
without removing the contactor from the enclosure. Yet if
contactor removal is necessary for any reason, front-accessible
mounting and line/load connections mean it can be
accomplished in only a few minutes. Contactor coils —
completely encapsulated in epoxy for moisture and dust
protection — are just as easily replaced without removing the
contactors. Motor circuit resistance and power circuit continuity
checks are simplified as well, with a reduced number of
connection points and stand-off insulators.

200A

800A

Choose between 200A vacuum contactors rated
up to 3.6KV, 400A rated up to 7.2KV. or 800A
rated to 5KV.
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If life
Contact tip wear measurement is made easy by
asimple gage tool — without removing the
contactor.

Coil maintenance or replacement is fast and easy
— no need to remove contactor from enclosure
when replacing coil.

Improved electrical life and added safety in harsh
environments are provided by vacuum-sealed
contactor tips. No ionized gas escapes during
current interruption ... less energy is expended
in the arc ... contact arcing duration is less than
1/2 cycle.

Optional mechanical latch, with or without manual
release, is available for applications requiring the
contactor to stay closed during severe under-
voltage conditions.

No “stab in” misalignment or “hot spots."
Limitamp contactors are “bolt-mounted" to
the power fuses and the load base. All bolted
connections are readily accessible — installation
and removal takes only a few minutes.

Up to four sets of five auxiliary contacts may be
added per contactor. Reliable “umbilical" cord
connections to coil and quick disconnect plugs
speed installation and removal of auxiliary con-
tacts. Auxiliary contacts are housed in a clear
Lexan® housing to protect contact surfaces from
dirt and dust while enhancing visibility.
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Vacuum Limitamp
Control Design Features
High-Voltage Isolation Switch

Another important new feature has been added to Vacuum
Limitamp controls: an innovative, separate high-voltage line-
isolating switch that quickly isolates the controller — without the
need to draw out the contactor. “And the switch’s new quick
make/quick break mechanism means safer use even under
unusually large magnetizing current loads produced by control
and exciter transformers.”

In our new line-isolating switch, many design features and
components contribute to greater operator safety. A fixed barrier
protects operators from accidental contact with disconnect live
parts. The need for moving shutters has been completely
eliminated. Switch “connect/disconnect” checks are quicker and
easier, since the switch blades are visible through a sturdy, clear
Lexan® window. What’s more, all three blades are mounted to
one moving base and move simultaneously.

Our new isolating switch also incorporates an industry-proven
operating handle that provides the same familiar and re iable
action as the Limitamp airbreak control operating handle. And for
additional operator protection, the operating handle mechanism
is positively connected to several safety interlocks, provided as
standard on all Vacuum Limitamp controls:

Interlock function #1 prevents the opening of the high-voltage
compartment door until the handle is firmly locked in the off
position.

Interlock function #2 prevents the handle from operating until
the contactor coil is electrically de-energized and the contacts are
open.

Interlock function #3 prevents operators from energizing the
contactor coil when the handle is in an intermediate position.

Interlock function #4 prevents the handle from being operated
when the high-voltage compartment door is open.

To enhance safety, reliabi ity and maintenance ease, the
number of moving parts in these mechanical interlock linkages
has been greatly reduced.

Clear Lexan® window increases safety, makes it
easy to tell whether isolation switch blades are in
the connected or disconnected position.

Switch blades are fixed to amoving base —
all three blades move simultaneously.

Lexan® is a registered trademark of General Electric Company.
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Operator protection ensured by industry-proven
solating switch operating handle. Positive opera-

tion of several safety interlocks is provided.

Only one easy factory adjustment of the isolating
switch's mechanical linkages is needed for posi-
tive engagement with mechanical and electrical
safety interlocks. Moving parts have been mini-
mized. and the interlock mechanism has been
strengthened. Positive cotter pin connections are
used to secure linkages.

New quick-make/quick break mechanism allows safe switch operation under loads produced by
magnetizing currents from large control power and exciter power supply transformers.
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Vacuum Limitamp
Control Design Features
Power Fuse Assembly

In the new Vacuum Limitamp control, bolt-on fuses are
supplied as standard — to provide the kind of positive, highly
reliable connections that minimize hot spots. Fuses are
conveniently located directly below the isolation switch.

Additionally, Vacuum Limitamp controls combine the fuse-

mounting base and interphase barriers into one sturdy molded
polyester component. Traditional moveable base barriers that
can interfere with proper fuse spacing are done away with
completely.

A simplified new anti-single phase trip mechanism and blown
fuse indicator are integral parts of the fuse support, too. These
important standard features in all new Vacuum Limitamp starters
ensure an extra level of protection against costly motor damage
from single phasing.

Convenient location of power fuses below the
isolation switch provides easy access. Bolt-on
fuses are suppl ed as standard to minim ze
hot spots.

I

§ Shorter bus bar connections from isolation switch
to fuse assembly are solidly supported and
increase circuit reliability.

ON

OFF

Motor single-phasing caused by a blown fuse
is eliminated by a new anti-single-phase trip
mechanism, an integral part of the fuse support.

ILCA'N fv

. . . m ..OH ** 'MiW I

3:.AC*
BLOWN

Blown fuse isolation and replacement is fast
and easy. Visible, door-mounted blown fuse
indicator shows that a fuse has blown. The
indicator pin (see circle in photograph above)
shows which fuse has blown.
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Low-Voltage Control Section
General Electric has always led the way in designing motor

controls with easy access to components, plenty of cabling room
and the flexibility you need to keep pace with changing
requirements. The low-voltage compartment of our new
vacuum Limitamp control is no exception.

First, all panel devices are connected from the front — there’s
no need to open the rear of the enclosure for maintenance.
What’s more, the low-voltage panel swings out to allow direct
access to the main bus compartment and to a compartment for
mounting control power transformers. This swing-out design also
permits easy access to low-voltage devices mounted on the front
of the panel. All Vacuum Limitamp control models — whether
one- or two-high — offer plenty of low-voltage space for extra
relaying and controls.

In one-high Vacuum Limitamp control models, the low-voltage
control is located in the top half of the enclosure. In two-high
construction, a separate low-voltage panel with its own doors and
barriers is provided for each contactor. And in both types of
construction, the low-voltage control section is completely
isolated from the high-voltage compartment to optimize operator
safety.

Two-high Limitamp models allow the addition of three extra
control relays in the low-voltage compartment, in addition to a
ground-fault relay and a TDUV-relay. One ammeter and switch,
four push buttons and up to four lights can be mounted on the
low-voltage door, too. And — if no extra control relays are
needed — a watthour meter can be mounted directly on the
door.

In one-high Limitamo models, the low-voltage
control is located in the top half of the enclosure,

leaving plenty of room for extra relaying and
controls.

An off-line control circuit testing capability is
provided by a test power interlock set that
allows the starter to be switched to an external
power source with the disconnect off —
without energizing the motor or power circuit.
The interlock is wired to two terminals on the
control terminal block in the low voltage
compartment.

Swing-out panel in one-high model permits
access to main bus and control power transformer
compartment. A safety interlock prevents this
panel from opening with the isolation switch on.

In two-high enclosures, a separate low-voltage
panel with individual doors and barriers is
provided for each contactor.
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New High-Technology
Vacuum Limitamp Control
Protective Features
Exclusive Contactor Control Module (CCM)

A?For added reliability and protection, the new Vacuum Limitamp
control features an exclusive new microprocessor-based
Contactor Control Module (CCM) that greatly enhances
contactor performance. In doing so, this new Limitamp feature
helps protect your motor control investment — and your motor
equipment.

For example, the new CCM reduces the possibility of voltage
transients that can be transmitted to downstream equipment.

The CCM also improves the coordination between power
fuses and overload relays, thereby eliminating any “grey zone”
areas of protection that can endanger your equipment.

And the CCM performs many other critical protective
functions, too:

Automatic “anti-kiss” contactor control, allowing contactor
tips to close completely before the contactor can be opened
again.

Economizing resistor function eliminates the need for
economizing power resistors and changeover contacts in the dc
coil circuit.

Contactor drop-out control — by holding contactors in until
the power fuses clear a fault level above the interrupting rating of
the contactor, the CCM prevents costly tip deterioration and wear.
This is accomplished without sacrificing fast drop-out times
during norma switch-off operations.

12
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Synchronous Motor Protection Module (/xSPM)
The Synchronous Motor Protection Module (/xSPM) represents

the state-of-the-art in synchronous motor protection, providing
advanced protection for both brush-type and brushless
synchronous motors. Typical functions include pull-out
protection, protection against prolonged acceleration and stall,
Dower factor and line current displays, precise closing angle for
Drush-type motor field contactors, and built-in self-test.

The /xSPM is normally programmed at the factory for the
specific application it will serve, but field programming is fast and
easy, too. Setpoints are entered with a simple-to-use keypad, and
are stored in a non-volatile memory that protects your program
from any power failures. Your data is stored for up to ten years in
the problem-free, non-volatile memory. And, when your
protective needs change as you change motors, so can your
/xSPM. Setpoints can be reprogrammed at any time desired. And
since all setpoints are assigned digital values, accuracy is much-
improved over mechanical dials or potentiometers.

The /xSPM provides complete “data display” in English to
warn of programming errors, and also to annunciate the cause of
any trip that occurs. And its self-test mode enables the operator
to ensure that the various function setpoints are properly set.

Important /xSPM options include:
Power factor regulation — Used with a static field exciter, this

option can maintain a set power factor under varying types of
loads — a capability especially useful with high-impact loads. To
permit very fast response, the regulator software incorporates
rate feedback. And for fast, easy tune-up of the system, the
regulator may be adjusted at any time — even while the motor is
running.

Incomplete sequence timer — This timer may be set to trip the
/xSPM at any preset time between 1 and 180 seconds if the motor
has not reached synchronism.

Field loss trip — Trips the motor off-line any time the field
current drops below a preset level.

Field amps display — Provides a digital field current display
that eliminates old mechanical-type meters.

Exciter volts display — Simply by pressing a key, the value of
the exciter voltage can be displayed on a digital readout.

Exciter voltage check — If the exciter voltage drops below a
preset level, the /xSPM automatically trips the motor off-line and
annunciates a “Check Exciter” message.

K3ELECTRIC
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>ther Vacuum Limitamp
Control Protective Features
.dditional Vacuum Limitamp control options and accessories
available to provide a variety of critical protective functions:
lid-State Relay Motor Protection
olid-state motor protection functions can include:
Overcurrent protection
Over-temperature protection for stator and bearings
Over-temperature/overcurrent protection
Open phase and phase reversal — to protect the motor from
incorrect phase rotation or loss of one phase
Open phase and phase unbalance — to protect against
excessive heating with unbalanced circuits
Ground fault protection may be calibrated for use on either
low-resistance or high-resistance grounded systems
Load loss and load jam protection

>grammable Control
he new GE Series One PC can be used as a compact,
ible relay replacer in Vacuum Limitamp controls. The PC is
igned to replace 4-100 relays, any combination of up to 64
;rs, counters, and sequencers. Its small mounting area allows
user to install 32 I/O in the same space as four 4-pole relays.
Series One PC is expandable from 8-112 I/O, in groups of 4
circuits, and memory capacity of 700 words, expandable to
0 words. Either CMOS RAM with battery backup or EPROM
nory can be selected. Its modular plug-in construction lets the
r quickly and easily change out any module without disturbing
other part of the PC. I/O modules may be mixed and
ched to fit the particular application. The Series One PC also
ures a hand-held programming panel that can be snapped
) the CPU and left with the system, or can be removed and
jght out to the PC as needed. With the programmer, the
rator can monitor logic, timer and counter values for sixteen

- Vi

ustry Standards
he new Vacuum Limitamp controls are designed in
ordance with applicable NEMA standards (ICS-2-324 and
), as well as Underwriter Laboratories standard UL347 for
ivoltage control equipment.
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Vacuum Limitamp Control
Ratings, Approximate Dimensions and
Weights of Typical Vacuum Limitamp Controllers

LIMITAMP 200

Ratings Approx.Dimensions = Inches Approx.
Weights2400 Volts 1 4000-4800 Volts 7200 VoltsDescription Impulse

LevelMax. H.P.
3 Phase
60 Hz

I.C. Max. H.P.
3 Phase
60 Hz

I.C. I.C.Max H.P.
3 Phase
60 Hz

lb
MVA MVA MVA kV DepthHeight Width
Sym. Sym. Sym.

Squirrel Cage
Full Voltage NR

One High
800 200 45 90 26 120030

Full Voltage NR
Two High 800 200 4045 90 30 1900

Full Voltage
Reversing 800 200 45 90 34 30 1400

Reduced Voltage
Autotransformer 800 200 7245 90 30 2300
Reduced Voltage

Reactor 800 200 45 58 3090 1900
.8 1.0
PF PF

800 1000
Full Voltage NR
Synchronous 200 3445 90 30 1400

LIMITAMP 400
Squirrel Cage

Full Voltage NR
One High 1600 200 350 60 26 12002800 4800 600 90 30

Full Voltage NR
Two High 2001400 350 60 19002500 90 40 30

Full Voltage
Reversing 1600 200 2800 350 60 90 40 15004800 600 30

Reduced Voltage
Autotransformer

1000 200 350 60 90 72’ 000 30 3000
1600 200 2800 350 60 104 3090 4800

Reduced Voltage
Reactor

2001000 1000 350 6660 90 30 2800
48001600 200 350 602800 98 3090

.8 1.0
PR RF

1600 2000

.8 1.0
PR PR

2800 3500

.8 1.0
PR PR

4800 6000
Full Voltage NR
Synchronous 200 350 600 60 34 30 140090

LIMITAMP 800
Squirrel Cage

Full Voltage NR 3200 200 5600 40 30 1450350 60 90
Full Voltage
Reversing 3200 200 5600 350 60 180060 3090

Reduced Voltage
Autotransformer 3200 200 5600 30 8600350 60 90 114
Reduced Voltage

Reactor 3200 200 5600 350 60 90 108 30 5200
.8 1.0
PF PR

3200 4000

.8 1.0
PR PR

5600 7000
Full Voltage NR
Synchronous 200 40 30350 60 90 2600

0Maximum H. P at 4160 VAC in Nema 1 vented enclosure
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General Electric Company
General Purpose Control
Department
P.O. Box 489
Mebane, NC 27302

For further information
call or write your local
General Electric sales
office or distributor.
Or write...

r
Outside the U.S. and Canada write:
General Electric Company. International Trading Operations
570 Lexington Avenue. Room 301, New York, NY 10022 U.S.A. G E N E R A L (g) E L E C T R I C
GEA-11527 3/85
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